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The Investor Townhall
Mettā Nairobi organized an investment town hall discussion with the goal of 
understanding the relationship and challenges that exist between startups and 
investors. The conversation was wide-ranging covering the investor-investee 
relationship and the ecosystem maturity.
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1. Investor-Investee Relationship

VC Investment always comes with caveats. Be it, reserving a board seat to an investor, 
revenue targets, reporting schedule and sometimes even hiring or firing implications- 
something has to give. These sets of activities govern the investor-investee 
relationship. Some investors especially angel investors can choose to be passive 
financiers but venture capital firms are construed against a defined structure. 
Requirements are outlined and must be fulfilled. These obligations can be a fork in 
the road for startups when raising capital. Precisely because some capital comes with 
‘burdensome’ reporting where the effort spent reporting precedes the investment 
amount.

1.1. Reporting

Reporting is more than just fulfilling your obligations to the investor. It should be a 
best practice ingrained in the startup culture. A litmus test for the founders who have 
their eye on the macropicture to measure progress. 

Investor Update Checklist:

 Monthly Burn Rate
 Monthly Recurring Revenue
 Partnerships
 Product Development
 Press Mentions
 Hiring/Firing
 BD Pipeline

What is at stake?

Investors shouldn’t have to ask about 
monthly investment updates. Regular 
and predictable updates are the 
hallmarks of a healthy 
investor-investee relationship. 

The process of reporting also helps 
entrepreneurs reduce their tunnel 
vision.

Frequency and consistency is key in reporting

Investment Managers have to 
submit portfolio performance 
reports to their Limited Partners 
(“LPs/Bosses”).

“
”



Entrepreneurial ecosystems are scenius havens which stimulate economic growth, 
innovation, and social change. The maturity of an ecosystem is often dependent on 
various factors such as:

Innovation

2.  Ecosystem Maturity

Investors in San Francisco throw in $25k 
capital in multiple startups, not always 
expecting anything in return but rather 
find it as an asymmetrical opportunity in 
their asset class. A simplistic way of 
seeing this is the ecosystem consists of 
diversified investors comprising of 
experienced successful founders who 
understand the uniqueness of the startup 
investment vehicle.

Investors in Nairobi - High Net Worth 
Individuals (HNWI) want predictable 
definite returns with a proof of concept and 
good books. A simplistic way of explaining 
this is that a lot of angel investors have 
‘old money’ and have their expertise suited 
around the traditional investment vehicles. 

Startups exits (IPO or acquisitions) will 
eventually unlock more of this traditional 
investors and provide a case study of angel 
investing as an alternative asset class.

2.1. Investor Mindset
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2.2. Investor Due Diligence

The team composition remains the single greatest indicator of investment 
attractiveness for investors. Then there is the product, market size, revenue, and 
other factors.

There was an interesting point brought up & backed up by a room poll that stated 
that:

   There is no local tech startup that has raised venture capital without  
  an initial $50,000* vested from the founders’ nettwork.

For context: The average income of a Kenyan household per year is $1,000.

*Figure quoted is not representative of the average initial capital vested, rather it is a 
  symbolic figure to signify the barrier of entry.

Jury Is Out

Note:

“

“ Is entrepreneurship a rich person’s (and their network) sport? ”

”
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